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Abstract: Software-product-line engineering enables the efficient development of similar software products. Instead of developing each product from scratch, products are generated from common artifacts. However, the product generation is a challenge for the analysis of correctness properties. Applying traditional analysis techniques, such as type checking and model checking, to each product involves redundant effort and is often not feasible due to the combinatorial explosion of products. Approaches to scale analysis techniques to product lines have been presented in unrelated research areas with a different terminology each. We propose a classification of analysis strategies and classify a corpus of more than 100 approaches. Based on our insights, we develop a research agenda to guide research on product-line analyses.

With feature-oriented software product lines, software products can be generated automatically based on a selection of features [CE00, ABKS13]. The automated generation gives rise to a potentially huge number of software products, which raises the question of how to efficiently analyze all these products. Software analyses include static techniques, such as type checking and model checking, but also dynamic techniques, such as testing and runtime monitoring.

The need for the analysis of software product lines has been identified by several independent communities: static analysis for aspect-oriented programming [KPRS01], feature-interaction detection with model checking [PR01], compositional model checking for feature modules [FK01, NCA01], type checking in the presence of preprocessor directives [APB02], and theorem proving in model-based refinement [Pop07] – just to name a few. Nevertheless, many of these approaches share similar ideas, which are hard to recognize due to different terminologies.

Recently, we have proposed a classification to identify the strategy to deal with product-line variability during the analysis [TAK+14]. We have surveyed the literature on product-line analyses and classified all approaches accordingly [TAK+14]. In this talk, we illustrate the problem of the analysis of software product lines. We present underlying strategies of existing product-line analyses and discuss their benefits and drawbacks. We close our talk by sharing our insights on open problems on the analysis of software product lines.

A distinguishing property of each product-line analysis is whether it operates at the level of domain artifacts or at the level of generated products. An approach that operates only on generated products is called product-based analysis. For approaches operating only on
domain artifacts, we distinguish between feature-based analyses, which analyze artifacts for each feature in isolation, and family-based analyses, which analyze domain artifacts by incorporating the knowledge on allowed feature combinations (e.g., the feature model). Beside these three basic strategies, we found that many existing analysis approaches pursue combinations of strategies. For example, a feature-product-based analysis consists of a feature-based analysis, whose results are used in a subsequent product-based analysis. However, there is no strategy that is superior to all others, and further empirical evaluations are required to recommend a strategy for a given product line based on certain metrics.

As classifying the research literature is a continuous process, we set up a website to enable others to apply our classification to future approaches. We hope that this talk sheds light on the diverse research area of product-line analyses, motivates researchers to systematically investigate new approaches, and helps practitioners to apply existing approaches.
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